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13 Claims. (a. 310-4) 
A thermionic converter having an electron emitting 
electrode and a collector electrode disposed in spaced 
relationship in 'an envelope, a load being connected be- 
tween the electrodes. The collector electrode comprises a 
pair of comb-like elements having intermeshed segments 
defining alternately narrow and wide spaces. Electrons 
reaching the collector flow in opposite directions in adja- 
cent segments to produce a magnetic field which aids 
electron flow from emitter to collector. 
The invention described herein may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government of the United States 
of America for governmental plurposes without the pay- 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 
This invention relates generally to an electrical power 
source and more particularly to a new and improved 
thermal-to-electrical energy converter in which heat energy 
is converted directly into electrical energy. 
As well known in the art, one of the more important 
factors which heretofore has limited the use of thermionic 
converters to obtain thermal-to-electrical energy conver- 
sion has been the effective impedance that is caused by 
the electron space charge in the inter-electrode region 
between the electron emitting electrode and the collector 
electrode. 
Normally, the electron flow between the emitter and 
collector electrodes is limited primarily by two factors; 
the supply of electrons and the behavior of said electrons 
after they leave the emitter electrode. At any given tem- 
perature of the emitter the supply of electrons given off 
by said emitter is limited. The more electrons that reach 
the collector electrode the more efficient is the thermionic 
conversion of the said device. However, some of the elec- 
trons that are given off by the emitter electrode do not 
cross the inter-electrode space and do not reach the col- 
lector electrode because the velocity with which they 
leave the emitter electrode is not sufficient to carry them 
through the inter-electrode spacing to the collector elec- 
trode. An increase in the supply of electrons may be ac- 
complished by raising the temperature of said emitter so 
that more free electrons thereof are ejected and escape 
from the surface tension of the body of the emitter elec- 
trode. Only those electrons possessed of a velocity that 
is greater than a predetermined minimum value which 
is characteristic of the material used as the emitter elec- 
trode, are able to overcome this surface restraint or ten- 
sion and succeed in escaping. Those electrons which fail 
to cross the inter-electrode spacing and reach the collec- 
tor electrode charge the space adjacent to the emitter 
electrode negatively and leave said emitter relatively posi- 
tively charged so that an electrostatic field is produced 
which tends to force the electrons to return to the emitter 
electrode. 
Heretofore, in the development of thermionic conver- 
sion devices several developmental improvements have 
ben made in an effort to overcome these operational and 
structural limitations among others known in the art. 
One such developmental change has been to reduce the 
inter-electrode spacing between the emitter electrode and 
collector electrode in an effort to increase the electron 
flow therebetween and thus limit the effective impedance 
5 of the space charge buildup. 
Still another attempt to improve the operational effi- 
ciency has been to introduce a gas or vapor such as 
cesium to act as a carrier into the inter-electrode spacing 
whereby the impedance of the inter-electrode region is 
10 intended to be reduced in an effort to enhance the transfer 
of the electrons therethrough to the collector electrode. 
For example, in present day thermionic converters cesium 
vapor is commonly used at pressures ranging from one- 
tenth to several thousandths of microns of mercury and 
15 have been effective to provide a greater efficiency of op- 
eration in thermionic converters. 
However, in each of the prior art thermionic converters 
known to present day, an electromagnetic field is gen- 
erated by the electron current or flow in the inter-elec- 
20 trode space, notwithstanding the changes that have been 
made to the inter-electrode spacing and/or the spacing 
impedance. And, consequently, there still exists an im- 
portant factor which limits the operational efficiency of 
present day thermionic converters which accounts to a 
25 great extent in their being used under only special cir- 
cumstances. 
The above-mentioned electromagnetic field which is 
established in the inter-electrode space by the electron 
current flow acts to deflect the electrons back to the 
30 emitter electrode. And, inasmuch as current densities of 
the order of ten to twenty amperes per square centimeter 
of emitting surface are often realized, this self-induced 
field can become large enough to reduce the electron 
transmission to less than one percent if the emitter sur- 
35 face is of the order of a few square centimeters. There- 
fore, thermionic converters including those defined in the 
art as large-scale converters having emitters with an area 
of ten to a hundred square centimeters and current den- 
sities of ten or more per square centimeter, cannot be 
40 made efficient unless this self-induced electromagnetic 
field is modified or overcome. 
The thermionic converter of the present invention is 
intended to be uniquely operable to develop an electro- 
magnetic field acting within the inter-electrode spacing 
45 between the emitter electrode and the collector electrode 
whereby the electromagnetic field generated by the elec- 
tron current is neutralized and/or reduced, so that a sub- 
stantially larger electron flow is capable of reaching the 
collector electrode than heretofore possible, to thus form 
50 a larger output current flow available for the desired 
work function. 
It is therefore a primary object of the present inven- 
tion to provide a new and improved thermionic converter 
which has a substantially high efficiency of thermal-to- 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 
a novel and improved thermionic converter which func- 
tions to effectively neutralize and/or reduce the electro- 
magnetic field generated by the electron current to thus 
60 enable a larger quantity of electrons to pass through the 
inter-electrode space to the collector electrode. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
new and improved thermionic converter which may have 
a variety of electrode configurations and which is espe- 
65 cially applicable to both planar and coaxial-cylindrical 
geometries. 
Still another object of the present invention is to pro- 
vide a new and improved thermionic converter which in- 
cludes means for producing an electromagnetic field that 
70 is substantially perpendicular to the emitting surface of 
the emitter electrode and which increases the efficiency of 
55 electrical energy conversion. 
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the thermionic conversion, said field being established and 
maintained by the electron flow to the collector electrode. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
new and improved thermionic converter as above de- 
scribed and further wherein the generated electromag- 5 
netic field is intended to reduce the portions of the electro- 
magnetic field generated by the electron current which 
tends to decrease the transfer of electrons to the collector, 
and to provide optimum collector electrode areas where 
Additional objects and advantages of the thermionic 
converter of the present invention will become apparent 
to  one skilled in the art to which it pertains, and upon 
reference to the several preferred embodiments that are 
described herein and which are illustrated in the accom- 15 
panying drawings wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a schematic wiring diagram illustrating the cir- 
cuit confignration of a diode-type of thermionic converter 
embodying the present invention; 
configuration of diode-type of thermionic converter in 
which the electrodes are of planar configuration; 
FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken approximately on the 
line 3-3 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a sectional view of a modified form of planar 25 
embodiment of diode thermionic converter; and 
FIG. 5 is a sectional view of a coaxial cylindrical em- 
bodiment of diode thermionic converter embodying the 
present invention. 
and improved thermionic converter wherein the electron 
current flow passing through the collector electrode estab- 
lishes and maintains a secondary electromagnetic field 
which is of sufficient magnitude to substantially neutralize 
and/or materially reduce the effects of the primary electro- 35 
magnetic field generated by the electron current. 
And, as will be hereinafter realized, the concepts of 
the present invention are readily applicable to both planar 
and cylindrical geometries of converter assemblies as also 
various other structural equivalents thereof. 
With reference now directed to FIG. 1, there is herein 
shown the electrical schematic configuration of a typical 
circuit employing a diode type of thermionic converter 
embodying the present invention. 
to be incorporated into a suitable closed envelope as 
schematically indicated at E whereby the interior thereof 
is substantially void of air. A suitable gaseous vapor may 
also be placed within the envelope to act as a carrier 
in an effort to reduce the effective impedance of the inter- 
electrode spacing. The emitter electrode assembly is seen 
to consist of electrode element e spaced closely adja- 
cent the collector electrode assembly c to define the inter- 
electrode space s therebetween. 
comb-like elements d and k having their respective elon- 
gated electrode segments x and o intermeshed in a particu- 
lar spacing arrangement as will be presently described. 
The collector element d has each of its x segments pref- 
erably integrally formed with a bus bar g, and in like 
manner the collector electrode element k has each of its 
o segments integrally formed on an end with a bus bar j .  
Each of said collector 'bus bars g and j is, in turn, con- 
nected by a conductor m, It to one end of the converter 
load, the emitter electrode e being connected by con- 65 
ductor p to the opposite end of said load as herein 
shown. 
With heat applied to the emitter electrode e sufficient 
to cause electrons to be ejected therefrom and into the 
interelectrode spacing s whereby some of said electrons 
reach the collector electrode c, an electron flow occurs in 
the separate collector segments x and o in the direction 
of the arrows a, b respectively. With said segments con- 
nected by conductors m, n, to the load, said electron flow 
the density of the electron flow is greatest. 10 
FIG. 2 is a fragmentary isometric view showing a 20 
Briefly, the invention described herein provides a novel 30 
40 
As will be realized, the converter assembly is intended 45 
The collector electrode assembly comprises a pair of 55 
is thus applied to said load. 76 
330 
With reference now directed to FIGS. 2 and 3, a planar 
configuration of diode thermionic converter incorporating 
the present invention is herein disclosed. In this converter 
assembly the emitter electrode 2 is seen to comprise a 
flat rectangular plate which is spaced closely adjacent the 
collector electrode assembly 4 to define the interelectrode 
space 6 therebetween. The converter assembly is likewise 
intended to be incorporated within a suitable closed en- 
velope E, the interior of which is substantially exhausted 
of air and/or which contains a suitable vapor carrier. 
The collector electrode 4 comprises a pair of rectangu- 
lar-shaped camb-like electrode elements 8 and IO, elec- 
trode element 8 having a plurality of elongated finger- 
shaped segments 12 depending downwardly from a bus bar 
14, said electrode segments being interspaced between up- 
wardly projecting similarly shaped electrode segments 16 
of collector electrode element 10 preferably formed in- 
tegrally with bus bar 18. 
As best seen in FIG. 3, the collector electrode elements 
8 and 10 are disposed adjacent the emitter electrode 2 
whereby to locate their respective electrode segments 12 
and 16 in an intermeshed relation such that the spacing be- 
tween successive pairs of collector electrode segments is 
alternately narrow and wide. For example, the spacing 
20 between the first pair of electrode segments 12 and 16 
as shown at the left of the assembly in ,FIG. 3, is narrow 
with respect to the spacing identified at 22 formed between 
the electrode segment 16 of said first pair and the next 
adjacent electrode segment 12 disposed to the right there- 
of to  constitute the next successive electrode pair. And, 
as seen in FIG. 3, this spaced relation exists for the re- 
maining pairs of electrode segments 12, 16. 
With this particular emitter and collector electrode 
structure, as heat is applied to said emitter electrode 2 
sufficient to emit electrons therefrom, some of which reach 
the collector electrode assembly 4, those electrons which 
strike the electrode segments 12 will flow in an upward 
direction therethrough as is shown in FIG. 2 by the arrow 
W, whereas those electrons which strike the electrode seg- 
ments 16 of element 10 will flow in the opposite or down- 
ward direction as is shown in FIG. 2 by the arrow Y. The 
direction of flow of heat energy is diagrammatically illus- 
trated by arrows H in FIG. 3. 
As will be understood, the electron flow in the electrode 
segments 12 and 16 will create a secondary electromag- 
netic field surrounding each of said electrode segments, 
said field being best illustrated in FIG. 3, and which has 
a unique configuration as a result of the spacing arrange- 
ment between said segments. 
For example, with respect to each of the electrode seg- 
ments 12, as shown in FIG. 3, the electron flow is away 
fr0.m the observer as herein shown and creates an elec- 
tromagnetic field 26 around said segment in a clockwise 
direction. 
In like manner, the electron current flow in each adja- 
cent electrode segment 16 flows upwardly therethrough 
toward the observer and generates an electroimagnetic 
field 30 in a counterclockwise direction. 
The electromagnetic field thus generated in each elec- 
trode segment may be divided into three basic components 
in the inter-electrode region or space 6 where its effect is 
rendered. 
First, it has a component that is substantially parallel 
to the emitter electrode and which tends to deflect elec- 
trons back to said emitter electrode. This parallel com- 
ponent of said field is identified in FIG. 3 by the refer- 
ence numeral vl. 
Said field also has a cqmponent which is perpendicular 
to and directed toward the emitter electrode which also 
retards the electron flow in said inter-electrode space to 
thus reduce transmission of electrons. This perpendicular 
component is identified in FIG. 3 by the reference nu- 
meral VZ. As will be noted, the field component v2 pro- 
duced by spaced pairs of electrode segments 16, 12 are 
CUmUlatiVe in the electrode spacing 22 and are dominant 
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in said spacing to impede electron flow to the collector 
electrode. 
The electromagnetic field also has a component that is 
perpendicular to and directed toward the collector elec- 
trode 4 and which is used to effect an increase in the 
transmission of electrons across the inter-electrode spac- 
ing 6. This perpendicular component is identified in FIG. 
3 by the reference numeral v3. 
As will be seen in FIG. 3, the field cqmponent v3 pro- 
duced by spaced pairs of electrode segments 12, 16 are 
cumulative in the spacing 20 and are dominant therein 
to enhance the flow of electrons to the collector electrode 
assembly 4. 
As will be apparent, the intensity of the field com- 
ponent vs in the zone of the electrode spacing 20 is 
greater than the intensity of the field component v oc- 
curring in the zone of electrode spacing 22, inasmuch 
as the latter component is somewhat diffused in said rela- 
tively larger electrode spacing 22. 
Further, the intensity of the field component v3 acts to 
funnel or draw the electrons from the emitter electrode 
toward the collector electrode assembly 4 principally in 
the area of the electrode spacing 20, while the somewhat 
diffused field cqnponent v2 acts to direct electrons back 
toward the emitter and into the area of the field com- 
ponent v3. 
As a result, the direction of the net electron flow in 
the interelectrode space 6 is in the same direction as the 
flow of heat energy as shown by the arrows H in FIG. 3. 
Also, the field component v1 that is substantially parallel 
to the emitter electrode surface in the interelectrode spac- 
ing 6 tends to channel the electrons in said region toward 
the spaced zones of greatest field intensity as defined by 
the field component v3. 
Principally, because the electrode materials are selected 
to be magnetically permeable, the lines of force of the 
generated field will penetrate into the emitter as indicated 
in FIG. 3 by the typical lines of force, and thereby re- 
sult in providing regions on the emitter surface in which 
each of the three field components vl, v2 and v3 is promi- 
nent. These regions will occur in a series of triple bands 
in a cyclic series. 
For example, the electro.magnetic field component v1 
is predominant in the interelectrode spacing 6 directly 
between the emitter electrode 2 and collector electrode as- 
sembly 4. 
The field component v2 of said electromagnetic field is 
predominant in each space 22 between adjacent pairs of 
electrode segments 16 and 12 as viewed from left to right 
in FIG. 3 whereas the perpendicular component v3 di- 
rected toward the collector electrode assembly 4 is pre- 
dominant in each space 20 between the adjacent pairs of 
electrode segments 12, 16 of the collector electrode as- 
sembly 4. 
The collector electrode seg,ments 12, 16 are each pre- 
sumed to receive a fairly uniform electron flux over their 
full length and therefore the current in an incremental 
length of a given segment has the magnitude that is de- 
termined by the integral of all incremental currents reck- 
oned from the free end of said segment. 
However, because of the current gradient along each 
electrode segment there is a corresponding electromag- 
netic field gradient and inasmuch as adjacent electrode 
segments carry an electron current flow in the opposite 
direction with respect to its immediate neighboring seg- 
ment on either side thereof the resultant field, especially 
the perpendicular components thereof, are uniform be- 
tween adjacent electrode segments as a result of the 
superposition of intermeshed relationship of said seg- 
ments. And, as before mentioned, because of the space 20 
being smaller than the space 22 between adjacent elec- 
trode segments 12, 16 the resultant intensity of the field 
in space 20 is substantially greater than the intensity of 
the field in space 22. 
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The planar-type of conv ter assembly as thus far de- 
scribed, may be further modified to enhance electron 
transmission. This may be accomplished by providing the 
emitter electrode 2 with a configuration that is similar to 
that of the collector electrode 4. 
This modified assembly is seen in FIG. 4 wherein the 
emitter electrode comprises a plurality of spaced electrode 
segments 2n and 2b which are located opposite the col- 
lector segments 12 and 16 to enhance the perpendicular 
field components v2 and v3. The interelectrode spacing 
between the emitter and collector electrodes is shown at 
2Qa. The results are the reduction and/or cancellation 
of component v1 and the strengthened perpendicular com- 
ponents v 2  and v3. Each alternate e.mitter segment 2a and 
2b is connected to or integrally formed with bus bars 
3a and 3b at one end so that the magnetic lines of face 
assume a clockwise or counterclockwise direction cor- 
responding to the direction associated with the opposite 
collector segment, FIG. 4. 
In FIG. 5,  a coaxial cylindrical embodiment of a two- 
element diode-type of thermionic converter is herein dis- 
closed. 
In this assembly, the emitter electrode 40 is cylindrical 
in configuration and has a suitable heating element 42 
inserted therein. 
The collector electrode as identified at 43, comprises 
a pair of cage-like cylindrical electrodes preferably of 
equal diameter, each having a plurality of electrode seg- 
ments 47, 48 disposed in circumferentially spaced relation 
and extending longitudinally along the cylinder axis and 
enclosing the emitter electrode to define the inter-elec- 
trode space 50 therebetween. 
The electrode segments 47, 48 of each electrode are 
commonly connected to or preferabl 
with a bus bar shown schematically at 
ly to which the converter load is ,connected as in the 
previous embodiment. 
The collector electrodes are superimposed one over the 
other with the bus bars 47a, 48a located on opposite 
ends of the resulting assembly and to  locate the segments 
47, 48 in closely spaced relation to each other defining 
alternate wide and narrow spacing 52, 53 between suc- 
cessive pairs of said segments. 
As in the previous embodiments of thermionic con- 
verters with the emitter heated by source 42 sufficiently 
to eject electrons therefrom, the disposition of the col- 
lector segments 47a, 48a assure counterflow of electrons 
between adjacent segments whereby in the narrow spacing 
53 the intensity of the eIeclromagnetic field generated by 
said electron flow is su~bstantially greater than the field 
intensity in the wide spacings 52 wherein said field is 
somewihat diffused. 
As a result, the outward flow of electrons toward the 
collector electrode assembly is enhanced in the region of 
narrow spacings 53 wherein the outwardly directed per- 
pendicular component of the electromagnetic field f3 is 
maximum and inhibited in the region of relatively wide 
spacings 52 wherein the oppositely directed perpendicular 
component f2 of said field is diffused in said relatively 
wide spacings 52. 
As will be realized, the net flow of electrons in the 
interelectrode space 50 is radially outward as is the flow 
of heat energy from the emitter heat source, the latter 
being identified by the arrows h. 
Further, the secondary self-induced field generated by 
the electron flow in the collector electrode assembly also 
provides a radial magnetic field with respect to the axis 
of the emitter and collector electrodes, the net effect of 
said field acting to induce the flow of electrons toward 
the collector electrode. 
Having thus described several preferred embodiments 
of thermionic converter of the present invention it will 
now be apparent that the inventive concepts herein pro- 
vide a novel thermionic converter assembly which is 
especially designed to use the output current flowing 
3,393,330 
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through the collector electrode assembly to establish and emitter electrode being adapted to emit electrons into 
maintain a secondary self-induced electromagnetic field said inter-electrode space, said oollector electrode compris- 
having a component that is substantially perpendicular to ing at h S t  a pZk of elements of planar configuration 
and directed away from the emitter surface whereby this and having a plurality of elongated segments disposed 
secondary self-induced field is made sufficiently strong to 5 in spaced relation to each other, paid pair of elements 
overcome the effect of the primary self-induced field, and being disposed to locate said- segments in an intermeshed 
thus enhances electron flow to the collector electrode. relation with segment of one of said pair being 
Further, the invention is readily applicable to both planar adjacent a segment of the other of said pair, at least 
and cylindrical geometries as well as structural equiva- a Portion of said emitted electrons striking and being 
lents thereof and is especially operable to solve the prob- 10 collected on said collector electrode segments, and means 
lem of producing a radial secondary self-induced mag- connecting the [Segments of each element together t o  pro- 
netic field that includes a perpendicular component for vide for electirons to flow in apposite directions in ad- 
the coaxial-cylindrical configuration of converter. joining segments effective to generate an electromagnetic 
Likewise, the shape and structure of the collector elec- field between the emitter electrode and collector elec- 
trode assembly, in addition to  producing the second self- 15 trode which is operable to increase the flow of electrons 
induced field, is also constructed to have a plurality of seg- to said segments. 
ments which are so aligned and spaced as to  take advan- 4. A thermionic converter comprising an emitter elec- 
tage of the perpendicular component directed away from trade, a co~~ector  electrode disposed in closely spaced 
the emitter electrode. Likewise, the spacing of the collec- relation to said emitter electrode to define an inter-elec- 
tor electrode segments is such as to provide the maximum 20 trade therebetween, means enveloping said emitter 
collector electrode surface in those regions where the and collector electrodes in a closed atmosphere, said 
greatest electron impingement occurs. emitter electrode being adapted to emit electrons into 
And, further, it is also seen that the emitter electrode said inter-electrode space, said collector electrode com- 
may consist of a similar configuration to augment the PrisiW at k i s t  a pair Of dements of cylindrical con- 
outwardly directed peppendicular component of the sec- 25 fiffuration and each having a plurality of elongated seg- 
ondary field. Thus, the electron flow in both electrodes ments disposed in spaced relation to  each other, said 
may be used to establish appropriate fields to enhance the Pair of elemenqs being disposed to locate said segments 
electron transmission therebetween. in an intermeshed relation with each segment of one 
Having thus described several preferred embodiments of said Pair adjacent a segment of the other of said pair, 
of thermionic converters embodying the present invention 30 at lmst a Portion Of said emitted electrons striking and 
it will #be realized that the same is susceptible to various being collected on said collector electrode segments, and 
modifications, combinations and arrangement of parts means connecting the Segments of each element together 
without departing from the inventive concepts as are de- to provide for electrons to flow in opposite directions 
fined in the claims. in adjoining segments effective to generate ‘an electro- 
I ‘claim: 35 magnet field between the emitter electrolde and collector 
1. A thermionic converter comprising an emitter elec- electrode which is operable to increase the flow of eke- 
trode, a collector electrode disposed in closely spaced trans to s& segments. 
relation to said emitter electrode to define an inter-elec- 5. A thermionic conve’rter comprising an emitter elec- 
trode space therebetween, said collector electrode hav- trade, a electrode disposed in closely spaced 
ing a plurality of electrode segments disposed in closely 40 relation to said emitter electrode to  define an inter-elec- 
spaced relation to each other, means enveloping said trode space therebetween, means enveloping said emitter 
emitter and collector electrodes in a closed atmosphere, and collector electrodes in a closed atmosphere, said 
said emitter electrode being adapted to emit electrons into emitter electrode being adapted to emit electrons into 
said inter-electrode space, at least a portion of said emitted said inter-electrode space, said collector electrode corn- 
electrons striking and (being collected on said electrode 45 Vising at least a Pair of elements each having a plurality 
segments, and said electrode segments being adapted to  of elongated segments, said elements being disposed to 
be connected into a load circuit whereby to effect an locate said segments in an intermeshed relation with 
electron flow in opposite directions in adjacent segments each segment of one of wild pair adjacent a segment of 
which is effective to generate an electromagnetic field the other of said Pair, at h i s t  a Portion of said emitted 
that is operable to increase the flow of electrons to said 50 electrons striking and being collected on said collector 
electrode segments. electrode segments, bus bar means connecting to  the end 
2. A thermionic comprising an emitter elec- of each segment of each element to provide for electrons 
trode, a collector electrode disposed in closely spaced rela- to flow in opposite di’rections in adjoining segments 
tion to said emitter electrode to define an inter-electrode effective to generate an electromagnetic field between the 
space therebetween, enveloping said emitter and 55 emitter electrode and collector electrode which is aperable 
collector electrodes in a closed atmosphere, said emitter to increase the flow Of electroXls to aid segments* 
being adapted to emit electrons into said inter- 6.  In a thermionic converter as is defined in claim 5 
electrode space, said collector electrode comprising at and wherein the 
least a pair of elements each having a plurality of elon- that is directed toward the emitter electrode and per- 
gated segments, said elements being disposed to locate said 80 pendicular t’ its su’rface* 
segments in an intermeshed relation with each segment 7. In a thermionic converter as is defined in claim 5 
of one of said pair of elements adjacent a segment of and wherein the electromagnetic field has a component 
the other of said pair of elements, at least a podion of that is directed substantially pe~pendim1arb away from 
said emitted elecfirons striking and being collected on said the surface of the emitter electrode effective to enhance 
collector electrode segments, and means connecting the 65 the passage Of to the 
segments of each element together to provide for electrons A thermionic converter comprising an emitter 
to flow in opposite directions in adjoining segments for trode, a collector electrode dispchsed in closely spaced re- 
generating an electromagnetic field between the emitter lation to said emitter electrode to define an inter-elec- 
electrode and collector electrode which is operable to in- trade space therebetween, means enveloping said emitter 
crease the flow of electrons to said segments. and collector electrodes in a closed atmosphere, said 
3. A thermionic converter comprising an emitter elec- emitter electrode being adapted to emit electrons into 
trade, a collector electrode disposed in closely spaced re- said inter-electrode Space, said col~ector electrode com- 
lation to said emitter electrode to define an inter-elec- prising at  bast a pair Of elements each having a plurality 
trode space therebetween, means enveloping said emitter of elongated segments, said element8 being disposed to 
and collector electrodes in a closed atmosphere, said 75 locate said segments in an intermeshed spaced relation 
has a component 
3,393,330 
with each segment of one of said pair adjacent a seg- 
ment of the other of said pair, the spacing between the 
segments of alternate pairs being of smaller dimension 
with respect to the dimension of the spacing of the seg- 
ments of the next adjacent pair, at least a portion of 5 
said emitted electrons striking and being collected on said 
collector elecbrode segments, and means connecting the 
segments of each element together to provide for elec- 
trons to flow in opposite directions in adjoining segments 
for generating an electromagnetic field between the 
emitter electrode and collector electrode which is operable 
to increase the flow of electroqs to said segments. 
9. In a thermionic converter as is defined in claim 8 
and wherein the elements of the collector electrode are 
each of planar configuration. 15 
BO. Bn a thermionic converter as is defined in claim 8 
and wherein the elements of the collector electrode are 
each substantially cylindrical in configuration. 
1P. In a thermionic converter as is (defined in claim 
8 and wherein the electromagnetic field has a component 20 
that is predominant in the spacing between the collector 
electrode segments of smaller dimension and which com- 
ponent is directed substantially perpendicularly outward- 
ly from the surface of the emitter electrode effective to 
enhance the transmission lectrons to said collector 
electrode. 
12. In a thermionic converter as i s  defined in claim 8 
and wherein the electromagnetic field has a component 
that is predominant in the spacing between the collector 
electrode segments of greater dimension and which is 
directed substantially toward the emitter electrode eflkctive 
to inhibit the pa,ssage of electrons to  the collector elec- 
trode. 
13. In a thermionic converter as is defined in claim 8 
and wherein the emitter electrode comprises a plu’rality 
of spaced segments each of which is disposed opposite 
to the spacing of smaller dimension between alternate 
pairs of collector electrode segments. 
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